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Let us re all the setup from last le ture: we have a linear program of the form
(LP) maximize cT x
subje t to Ax  b,

(15.1)

where c, x 2 Rd (there are d variables), b 2 Rn (there are n onstraints), and A 2 Rnd.
The s enario that we are interested in here is that d is a (small) onstant, while n tends
to in nity.
The goal of this and the next le ture is to present a randomized algorithm (due to
Seidel[2℄) for solving a linear program whose expe ted runtime is O(n). The onstant behind the big-Oh will depend exponentially on d, meaning that this algorithm is pra ti al
only for small values of d.
To prepare the ground, let us rst get rid of the unboundedness issue. We add to our
linear program a set of 2d onstraints
−M  xi  M,

(15.2)

i = 1, 2, . . . d,

where M is a symboli onstant assumed to be larger than any real number that it is
ompared with. Formally, this an be done by omputing with rational fun tions in M
(quotients of polynomials of degree d in the \variable \M), rather than real numbers.
The original problem is bounded if and only if the solution of the new (and bounded)
problem does not depend on M. This is alled the big-M method.
Now let H, |H| = n, denote the set of original onstraints. For h 2 H, we write the
orresponding onstraint as ahx  bh.
Definition 15.3

For

Q, R  H, Q \ R = ;,

let

x (Q, R) denote the lexi

ographi ally largest

optimal solution of the linear program
LP(Q,R)

maximize
subje t to

cT x
ahx  bh,
h2Q
ahx = bh,
h2R
−M  xi  M, i = 1, 2, . . . , d.

If this linear program has no feasible solution, we set

x (Q, R) = ∞.

What does this mean? We delete some of the original onstraints (the ones not in
Q [ R, and we require some of the onstraints to hold with equality (the ones in R). Sin e
every linear equation ahx = bh an be simulated by two linear inequalities ahx  bh
and ahx  bh, this again assumes the form of a linear program. By the big-M method,
this linear program is bounded, but it may be infeasible. If it is feasible, there may
be several optimal solutions, but hoosing the lexi ographi ally largest one leads to a
unique solution x (Q, R).
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Our algorithm will ompute x (H, ;), the lexi ographi ally largest optimal solution
of (15.1) subje t to the additional bounding-box onstraint (15.2). We also assume that
x (H, ;) 6= ∞, meaning that (15.1) is feasible. At the expense of solving an auxiliary
problem with one extra variable, this may be assumed w.l.o.g. (Exer ise).

15.1 Helly’s Theorem
A ru ial ingredient of the algorithm's analysis is that the optimal solution x (H, ;) is
already determined by a onstant number (at most d) of onstraints. More generally,
the following holds.
Q, R  H, Q \ R = ;, su h that the onstraints in R are independent.
d
This means that the set {x 2 R : ahx = bh, h 2 R} has dimension d − |R|.

If x (Q, R) 6= ∞, then there exists S  Q, |S|  d − |R| su h that
Lemma 15.4

Let

x (S, R) = x (Q, R).

The proof uses

, a lassi result in onvexity theory.

Helly's Theorem

Theorem 15.5 (Helly’s Theorem[1]) Let C1, . . . Cn be n  d + 1
any d + 1 of the sets have a nonempty ommon interse
interse tion of all n sets is nonempty.

onvex subsets of
tion, then the

Rd.

If

ommon

Even in R1, this is not entirely obvious. There it says that for every set of intervals
with pairwise nonempty overlap there is one point ontained in all the intervals. We will
not prove Helly's Theorem here but just use it to prove Lemma 15.4.
Proof. (Lemma 15.4) The statement is trivial for |Q|  d − |R|, so assume |Q| > d − |R|.
Let
L(R) := {x 2 Rd : ahx = bh, h 2 R}

and
B := {x 2 Rd : −M  xi  M, i = 1, . . . , d}.

For a ve tor x = (x1, . . . , xd), we de ne x0 = cT x, and we write x > x 0 if (x0, x1, . . . , xd)
is lexi ographi ally larger than (x00 , x10 , . . . , xd0 ).
Let x = x (Q, R) and onsider the |Q| + 1 sets
Ch = {x 2 Rd : ahx  bh} \ B \ L(R),

h2Q

and
C0 = {x 2 Rd : x > x } \ L(R).
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The rst observation (that may require a little thinking in ase of C0) is that all these
sets are onvex. The se ond observation is that their ommon interse tion is empty.
Indeed, any point in the ommon interse tion would be a feasible solution x~ of LP(Q, R)
with x~ > x = x (Q, R), a ontradi tion to x (Q, R) being the lexi ographi ally largest
optimal solution of LP(Q, R). The third observation is that sin e L(R) has dimension
d − |R|, we an after an aÆne transformation assume that all our |Q| + 1 onvex sets are
a tually onvex subsets of Rd−|R|.
Then, applying Helly's Theorem yields a subset of d − |R| + 1 onstraints with an
empty ommon interse tion. Sin e all the Ch do have x (Q, R) in ommon, this set of
onstraints must ontain C0. This means, there is S  Q, |S| = d − |R| su h that
x 2 Ch, h 2 S

⇒

x2
/ C0.

In parti ular, x (S, R) 2 Ch for all h 2 S, and so it follows that x (S, R)  x = x (Q, R).
But sin e S  Q, we also have x (S, R)  x (Q, R), and x (S, R) = x (Q, R) follows. 

15.2 Convexity, once more
We need a se ond property of linear programs on top of Lemma 15.4; it also a onsequen e
of onvexity of the onstraints, but a mu h simpler one.
Lemma 15.6 Let Q, R  H, Q \ R 6= ; and x (Q, R) 6= ∞. Let h 2 Q. If
ahx (Q \ {h}, R) > bh,

then

x (Q, R) = x (Q \ {h}, R [ {h}).

Before we prove this, let us get an intuition. The ve tor x (Q \ {h}) is the optimal
solution of LP(Q \ {h}, R). And the inequality ahx (Q \ {h}, R) > bh means that the
onstraint h is violated by this solution. The impli ation of the lemma is that at the
optimal solution of LP(Q, R), the onstraint h must be satis ed with equality in whi h
ase this optimal solution is at the same time the optimal solution of the more restri ted
problem LP(Q \ {h}, R [ {h}).
Proof. Let us suppose for a ontradition that
ahx (Q, R) < bh
and onsider the line segment s that onne ts x (Q, R) with x (Q \ {h}, R). By the
previous stri t inequality, we an make a small step along this line segment without
violating the onstraint h (Figure 15.1). And sin e both x (Q, R) as well as x (Q \ {h}, R)
satisfy all other onstraints in (Q \ {h}, R), onvexity of the onstraints implies that
this small step takes us to a feasible solution of LP(Q, R) again. But this solution
is lexi ographi ally larger than x (Q, R), sin e we move towards the lexi ographi ally
larger ve tor x (Q \ {h}, R); this is a ontradi tion.
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x*(Q\{h}, R)

x*(Q, R)
h

Figure 15.1:

Proof of Lemma 15.6

15.3 The Algorithm
The algorithm redu es the omputation of x (H, ;) to the omputation of x (Q, R) for
various sets Q, R, where R is an independent set of onstraints. Suppose you want to
ompute x (Q, R) (assuming that x (Q, R) 6= ∞). If Q = ;, this is \easy", sin e we have
a onstant-size problem, de ned by R with |R|  d and 2d bounding-box onstraints
−M  xi  M.
Otherwise, we hoose h 2 Q and re ursively ompute x (Q \ {h}, R) 6= ∞. We then
he k whether onstraint h is violated by this solution. If not, we are done, sin e then
x (Q\{h}, R) = x (Q, R) (why?). But if h is violated, we an use Lemma 15.6 to on lude
that x (Q, R) = x (Q \ {h}, R [ {h}), and we re ursively ompute the latter solution. Here
is the omplete pseudo ode.

LP (Q, R):

IF Q = ; THEN
RETURN x (;, R)
ELSE
hoose h 2 Q uniformly at random
x := LP (Q \ {h}, R)
IF ahx  bh THEN
RETURN x
ELSE
RETURN LP (Q \ {h}, R [ {h})
END
END
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To solve the original problem, we all this algorithm with LP (H, ;). It is lear that
the algorithm terminates sin e the rst argument Q be omes smaller in every re ursive
all. It is also true (Exer ise) that every set R that omes up during this algorithm is
indeed an independent set of onstraints and in parti ular has at most d elements. The
orre tness of the algorithm then follows from Lemma 15.6.
In the next le ture, we will analyze the (expe ted) runtime of this algorithm, using
Lemma 15.4.

Questions
44.

What is Helly's Theorem?

Give a pre ise statement and outline the appli ation
of the theorem for linear programming (Lemma 15.4).

45.

Outline an algorithm for solving linear programs

! Sket h the main steps of
the algorithm and the orre tness proof! Also explain how one may a hieve the
pre onditions of feasibility and boundedness.
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